Introduction
Hemming is a manufacturing process frequently utilized in producing autobody closure panels, e.g., doors, deck lids, etc., by folding a sheet onto itself or another sheet. It is used either to join the outer and inner panels that comprise the closure parts, and/or to hide trimmed panel edges for safety and appearance enhancement.
The final bent angle of the outer panel in hemming is approximately 180 deg, which is hard to achieve in a single step. Hence, hemming is typically performed in three steps: flanging, prehemming, and final hemming, where bending angles of nominally 90 deg, 120-150 deg, and 180 deg are formed sequentially using appropriate tooling, as depicted in Fig. 1 . After each forming step, the sheet is unloaded by releasing part or all of the tooling, where elastic sheet springback may occur. More detailed descriptions of hemming process and associated terminology can be found in Zhang et al. ͓1͔ .
Being the last stage in the production of closures panels, hemming has a crucial influence on the final part and assembly quality. Dimensional imperfections such as roll-in/roll-out and distortion due to final springback ͑as illustrated in Fig. 2͒ , etc., affect the fit, finish, and functions of produced vehicles.
From the viewpoint of metal forming mechanics, hemming involves small-radius bending and large amount of localized deformation, which might pose a formability challenge depending on the material used for autobody manufacturing. Conventional drawing quality steel possesses great ductility, thus the product/ process designs of steel hemming are nearly unconstrained. While analytical hemming study is limited due to problem complexity, experimental and numerical approaches have been effective in steel hemming studies. Process explorations and optimizations are usually coupled with such studies through which adequate empirical design guidelines can be established ͓2,3͔. In contrast, formability is a concern for hemming of aluminum alloys ͑e.g., AA6111-T4͒, which are becoming more widely used due to the need for lightweight vehicle development. Owing to reduced ductility, aluminum alloys tend to crack at the hemline before a full 180 deg-fold can be achieved, leading to the failure of hems, as described by Muderrisoglu et al. ͓4͔ and Lin et al. ͓5͔ . Although rope hems ͑with bigger bend radii thus less deformation͒ can be produced as a compromise to avoid cracking, they generally result in unsatisfactory perceived quality, thus are less desired than flat hems as shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . Therefore, the experience and knowledge obtained from steel hemming are not directly applicable to aluminum alloys. Strictly speaking, the formability evaluation for hemming is still an unsolved issue, despite the experimental hemming/bending and related metallurgy studies by Sarkar et al. ͓6͔ and Dao et al. ͓7͔, etc. In practice, the design/process window of aluminum hemming is drastically narrowed by associated material formability constraints.
Most of the aforementioned studies have been limited to flatsurface-straight-edge two-dimensional ͑2D͒, plane-strain hemming, as defined in Fig. 3͑a͒ . However, autobody closure panels are usually designed with surface and edge curvatures, which are created via stamping and trimming before hemming. An example of curved-surface-curved-edge hem is illustrated in Fig. 3͑b͒ . 3D finite-element ͑FE͒ modeling efforts have been reported by Svensson et al. ͓8,9͔ using shell elements and Lin et al. ͓10͔ using solid elements, but no parametric study for 3D hemming process has been documented.
In summary, unlike steel hemming, the process of aluminum hemming presents unique formability challenges and has not been thoroughly explored. 3D aluminum hemming study is even more challenging due to the lack of an accurate, efficient and costeffective investigation approach: virtually unlimited 3D hemming configurations lead to excessive experimental cost, while sophisticated and inexpensive 3D FE modeling techniques are yet to be developed. Currently, the product and process design of hems and associated tooling are still based on trial-and-error and very costly.
Hence, there exists a need to perform a systematic process investigation for 3D aluminum hemming to obtain associated design strategies.
This paper presents a response surface study of the curvedsurface-curved-edge hemming of AA6111-T4, using a combined explicit-implicit FE method for hemming and springback simulations and a novel "solid-to-shell mapping" FE procedure. Solid elements are used in all forming stages ͑flanging, pre-, and final hemming͒, and shell elements are employed for efficient final hemming springback analysis, with between-stage springback being neglected. The stresses resulting from forming in the solid elements are mapped onto the shell element via membrane elements imbedded in the meshed panels prior to deformation, which is called "solid-to-shell mapping." The performance of the solidto-shell mapping model is compared with existing solid-and shell-element models, and is validated by physical experiments, through which it is concluded to balance the computational accuracy and efficiency well. Based on the mapping model, a computational experiment based on central composite design ͑CCD͒ is conducted to explore the relationships between key process variables and the measures of hemming quality and formability. The parameters involved are initial sheet strain, surface and edge radii, flange length, flanging die radius, and prehemmer angle, and the responses are hem roll-in/roll-out, springback, and the maximum hemline surface strain. The response models are established and discussed in view of their applications in hemming process parameter selections and optimization under the material formability constraints.
Finite-Element Modeling
The major difficulties for numerical hemming simulations are material nonlinearity, large strain, and severe surface contacts. Concave-surface-convex edge hemming of AA6111-T4 is considered and modeled with 3D elements. A general-purpose commercial finite element code, ABAQUS ͓11͔, is used to simulate sequentially the flanging, prehemming, final hemming, and resulting springback.
Material and Process Parameters.
The material properties of AA6111-T4 are listed in Table 1 . The flow stress curve can be obtained from uniaxial tensile test ͑ASTM-A370͒ with a total elongation of only ϳ25% ͑true strain͒. However, the deformation on the exposed hemline surface, which is constrained from necking by its neighboring material, can lead to much higher strains. In describing the strain-stress relationship of the bulk material after instability, the flow stress curve is extrapolated to 100% strain using a power law equation, i.e.
The process parameters for the selected hemming case are listed in Table 2 . The initial thickness of the sheet metal is 1 mm. The nominal surface and edge radii of the curved hem are designed to emulate the typical autobody closure panels. During flanging, the clearance between the flanging die and punch is set as 1.2t to allow the material to flow through. At pre-and final hemming stages, the inner panel is placed 3 mm away from the flange so as to transmit sufficient pad pressure on the outer sheet, while not to interfere with the formation of the hem. As suggested by Zhang ͓12͔, the end position of the prehemmer is determined when its angle coincides with that of deformed outer sheet ͑Fig. 1͑b͒͒ in order to minimize the final warp/recoil. During final hemming, the outer and inner sheets are pressed to a "3t" ͑a nominal stacked thickness of both panels͒ position. A pad pressure of 10 MPa is exerted on the sheets throughout the forming stages to help constrain the sheet metals.
Simulation Procedure.
The 3D FE modeling utilizes a combined explicit-implicit approach where an explicit FE solver with solid elements is used for simulations of flanging, pre-, and final hemming, and shell elements with implicit solver for springback prediction. The explicit procedure is rather efficient since it does not need global tangential stiffness matrix, and iterations and convergence tolerances are not required. Besides, it is also robust in coping with large deformation, material nonlinearity, and contact constraints. Nevertheless, the implicit FE program is irreplaceable for springback simulations, which requires equilibrium to be established. For the designed FE modeling procedure, all forming stages ͑flanging, pre-and final hemming͒ are simulated in ABAQUS/Explicit, while the resulting final hemming springback is modeled in ABAQUS/Standard ͑Fig. 4͒. The between-stage springback steps are assumed to be elastic thus do not contribute to the ͑plastic͒ formation of the hem.
Essentially, hemming is a small-radius bending problem. Thus, solid elements are the most appropriate choice for the problem formulation. Eight-node linear brick elements with reduced integration ͑C3D8R͒ are used for forming simulations. After final hemming, the inner sheet establishes a double-sided contact with the outer sheet and forms a "pinching contact," which creates a convergence difficulty for the resulting springback analysis. In practice, the final hemming springback analysis frequently diverges when solid elements are used, even when excessive numbers of increments and iterations are allowed. In contrast, shell elements ͑S4R: four-node shell elements with reduced integration͒ are far more efficient and robust in coping with the convergence difficulty due to their simplified numerical algorithm. Overall, it is desired that solid elements be used for forming simulations and shell elements for efficient springback prediction, respectively. For such a purpose, the resulting deformation of solid elements, including deformed configuration and residual stresses, need to be transformed to shell elements, thus a mapping procedure needs to be developed.
In practice, the sheets are stamped and trimmed before hemming to achieve the surface and edge geometries. However, due to the unavailability of stamping tooling in the described study, the initially flat sheet is simply conformed seamlessly between the holder and flanging die ͑essentially "pure bending"͒ and them trimmed to the desired edge curvature. Since the strain introduced by this "stamping" process is only t /2R s Ϸ 0.08%, which remains in elastic range and will tend to recover as forming tooling is released, the calculated final radial springback will be higher than that of real production.
Only half of the sheets are modeled due to symmetry. Figure 5 shows the dimensions of the "stamped" and "trimmed" sheet with coordinate system definition. The detailed hemming simulation procedure with mapping is explained as follows.
Flanging, Prehemming, and Final
Hemming. The outer panel in Fig. 5 consists of 150ϫ 20ϫ 6 C3D8R elements in its length, width, and thickness directions, respectively. The elements are more refined at the anticipated hemline in the x direction, due to the steep strain/stress gradients in the region. During flanging, the outer panel is deformed via the punch movement. Afterwards, the inner panel with 50ϫ 20ϫ 4 C3D8R elements is activated and pressed on top of the outer panel for pre-and final hemming. Hemming dies are simulated as rigid surfaces and the interactions between parts are modeled with penalty contacts. A portion of the FE model is shown in Fig. 6 . Throughout the analysis, both sheets Transactions of the ASME are fixed at their far ends. During the explicit time integration, a mass scaling technique is adopted to expedite the analysis. In minimizing the inertia effect, the mass scaling factor is carefully selected so that the ratio of kinetic energy over internal energy of the deformable materials is below 5%. As a result, the equivalent tool speeds of the flanging punch, pre-, and final hemmers are chosen as 10 m / s. Besides, enhanced hourglass control is used throughout the analysis to prevent shear locking of reduced-integration elements.
Solid-to-Shell Mapping for Springback Analysis.
For final hemming springback analysis, the initial mesh of the shellelement model is defined at the midplane of the deformed solidelement mesh. Since springback is induced by the unbalanced stress after the release of hemming tooling, a stress mapping procedure is needed to transform the stress from solid to shell elements. The procedure is developed by noticing that the overall panel curvature is very small except at the hemline. In the regions away from the hemline, the stress remains linear elastic, thus can be mapped by direct interpolation/extrapolation. In contrast, the stress at the hemlines is nearly saturated with only tiny elastic core after final hemming. The severe stress nonlinearity and different definitions of integration points ͑IP͒ between solid and shell elements makes the corresponding mapping not as straightforward. Consequently, stress mapping at the anticipated hemline is conducted through embedding "sensors" ͑extremely thin membrane elements͒ on the layer surfaces of the solid elements prior to "stamping" and hemming, as illustrated two dimensionally in Fig.  7 . Since six layers of solid elements are used for hemming simulation, 6+1=7 through-thickness IPs with Simpson quadrature are assigned to shell elements so that they coincide with those of embedded membrane elements. After final hemming, the resulting stress of solid elements is thus detected and directly transformed to shell elements for springback prediction, whereby complicated nonlinear stress interpolation/extrapolation can be avoided.
During the springback analysis, kinematic contacts are modeled between the outer and inner sheet metals. To incorporate the shell thickness, which is by default neglected in ABAQUS/Standard for contact modeling, paired contact surfaces are numerically forced to have a thickness offset between their midsurfaces, as illustrated in Fig. 8 .
In addition, for the comparison of computational accuracy and efficiency, two existing FE models based on solid and shell elements, respectively ͓9͔ are duplicated for the part and die geometries. In particular, the solid element model literally mimics the practical hemming process with between-stage springback, while the shell-element model follows an identical numerical procedure as shown in Fig. 4. 
Validation of FE Models
To select the model with a sound balance between numerical accuracy and efficiency, the outputs of the FE models are compared to benchmark experiments and their computational efficiencies are also discussed.
3.1 Selection of Validation Indices. As described in Sec. 1, the quality measures for aluminum hemming mainly include rollin/roll-out and radial springback since they affect the gap, flushness, and parallelism between paired autobody closures, such as between front and rear doors, or between doors and fenders. Both indices are defined by the reference of the geometry of rigid tooling ͑Fig. 2͒. Particularly, the springback is defined as ⌬͑1/R s ͒ =1/R s −1/R s Ј, the surface curvature difference of the outer sheet measured before and after springback since
where ⌬M is the moment change due to the release of forming tooling. The formability evaluation for aluminum hemming is rather challenging. However, the concept of workability diagram suggests that ductile fracture occurs at a threshold of local effective plastic strain, which is generally a function of stress triaxiality, H / , i.e., the ratio of local hydrostatic stress over effective stress. The surface and edge curvatures of 3D hems are generally insignificant compared to the hemline curvature, thus approximate plane strain and plane stress conditions coexist on the hemline surface ͑a free surface͒ throughout deformation, i.e. where i and i ͑i =1,2,3͒ are the principal stress/strain components, respectively. Owing to the proportional loading path, the associated stress triaxiality remains constant, thus the effective surface strain can be used as the formability index in evaluating the hemline surface cracking. Alternatively, the theoretical supports can be obtained from existing ductile fracture criteria. Clift et al. ͓13͔ and Bao and Wierzbicki ͓14͔ conducted detailed reviews of the most frequently-cited criteria ͓15-20͔, as listed in Table 3 . By applying the constant stress traxiality, all the formability indices degenerate to proportions of effective strain.
Validation Results.
The results from the solid-to-shell mapping FE model are shown in Fig. 9 , plotted in contours of effective strain and displacement distributions for forming stages and final hemming springback analysis, respectively. Precisely controlled experiments with five replicates are carried out on an electric hemming machine, with the process settings nominally identical to the simulated case. An EOIS handy system, a 3D digitizer combining a sophisticated digital camera and moiré interferometry, is used to scan the deformed hem geometry. Thus the dimensional features are extracted and compared with FE results. In addition, the surface strain can be measured using the visionbased Angled Line Method as described in Swillo ͓21͔. Since the quality measures vary by locations and the design tolerances differ by indices, the comparisons have to be made at multiple representative points/sections. In Fig. 10 , the numerically computed roll-in/roll-out is plotted along the hemline, while the experimental data are obtained at the symmetry lines ͑SL͒, two quarter lines ͑QLs͒, and two edge lines ͑ELs͒ at z=0, ±37.5, and ±75 mm on the hems. The associated error bars represent the experimental variations from five replicates. The experimental data at ELs are more scattered than that at SL, which can be attributed to the slight asymmetry ͑ϳ0.3 mm͒ due to imperfect part alignments. The springback curvatures are calculated by least squares circle-fitting using deformed coordinates on various hem cross sections. Particularly in Fig. 11 , front, middle, and rear cross sections ͑FCS, MCS, and RCS͒ are defined at x = 10 mm, 55 mm, and 100 mm on the hems. It is observed that the solid-to-shell mapping FE model performs acceptably by predicting ϳ0.25 mm and ϳ0.025ϫ 10 −3 mm −1 errors, respectively, for roll-in/roll-out and springback, compared to the experi- Fig. 9 Contour plots of effective strain and displacement respectively for forming and springback simulations from solid-to-shell mapping FE model; "a… flanging, "b… prehemming, "c… final hemming, "d… final hemming springback mental data. The slight computational-experimental mismatches can be partially attributed to the possible inconsistency of their parameter settings, e.g., friction coefficients. The solid-element model behaves nearly equally well. In contrast, the shell-element model predicts unacceptably ϳ1.0 mm roll-in/roll-out inaccuracy, despite its acceptable springback prediction.
The strain comparisons are shown in Fig. 12 . Among the FE results, both solid-to-shell mapping and solid-element models predict ϳ55% effective strains on the hemline surfaces, while that of the shell-element model is drastically higher ͑ϳ75% ͒. No experimental data are available since the hemline surfaces crack right before flat hems are achieved. Despite this, strain predictions from the first two models are believed to be more accurate due to their correct problem formulations for small-radius bending.
A comparison for the computational efficiency is shown in Fig.  13 , where the reported CPU time is scaled according to SunBlade 1500 workstation with a 1 GHz processor. It is observed the solidto-shell mapping FE model consumes only ϳ37% of the computational time used by solid-element one, whiles the shell-element model reduces it further to 12%.
Overall, the solid-to-shell mapping FE model balances the computational accuracy and efficiency well. In contrast, the solidelement model is time consuming while shell-element model lacks required accuracy, despite its high efficiency. Besides small-radius bending, this deficiency of shell-element model might be additionally introduced by severe shell warping at the hemmed corner in 3D hemming.
Response Surface Study
This section describes a response surface study on the impact of the key process variables on the roll-in/roll-out, radial springback and maximum hemline surface strain in curved-surface-curvededge hemming of AA6111-T4. The developed solid-to-shell mapping FE model is parameterized with Central Composite Design ͓22͔ to obtain design strategies for curved hemming processes. 4.1 Design Structure. In design-of-experiment ͑DOE͒ terminology, a CCD consists of a two-level factorial design, i.e., "cube" points ͑x i = ±1͒, superposed by specifically located "star" ͑x i = ±␣␦ ij where ␣ denotes the positions of the "star" points, while ␦ ij is the Kronecker delta which equals 1 if i = j and 0 elsewise͒ and "center" points ͑x i =0͒. Relatively, a CCD design is more compact than a peering regular three-level ͑fractional͒ factorial DOE, while its specific structure, as illustrated in Fig. 14 
Only low-order effects are addressed since they tend to be more significant over high-order ones, according to the effect hierarchy principle in DOE theory. In addition, high-order interactions are generally hard to interpret physically. Assuming k input variables ͑x 1 . . .x i . . .x k ͒ are involved, the second-order regression model is
where ␤ 0 , ␤ i , ␤ ii , and ␤ ij denote the estimators of intercept, linear, and quadratic main effects, and second-order interactions, respectively. Based on relevant engineering knowledge, six variables ͑k =6͒ are suspected to be the primary variables influencing the responses: roll-in/roll-out, springback, and maximum effective strain on the hemline surface. These variables are: initial effective strain ͑ 0 ͒, surface and edge radii ͑R s and R e ͒, flange length ͑L͒, Transactions of the ASME flanging die radius ͑R d ͒, and prehemmer angle ͑͒. In a previous work on flat-surface-straight-edge hemming ͓7͔, friction was shown not to be as important as anticipated ͑probably due to the prehemmer stopping position described in Sec. 2.1͒, thus is not included in the DOE study. The variable settings are listed and coded as in Table 4 . For the scenario of k = 6, there are totally 12 linear and quadratic main effects and 15 second-order interactions to be estimated in Eq. ͑4͒. In theory, a 29-run CCD of Resolution III ͑with 2 6−2 cubic points, 2 ϫ 6 star points, and 1 center point͒ is sufficient for the model fitting. However, difficulties are encountered in distinguishing certain main effects with second interactions for the Resolution III design, especially when multiple responses are concerned. Hence a Resolution VI 45-run CCD is adopted instead based on a 2 6−1 factorial portion, with the defining relation as I = 0 R s R e LR d . Particularly, the ␣ value for the "star" points is selected as ͱ 4 2 6−1 = 2.378 to make the design "rotatable," i.e., the prediction accuracy of the responses remain identical on the sphere around the center of the design. No replicates are needed for computerized DOE since no random environment-related lurking effect exists, i.e., the output from a computer experiment is deterministic without variations for a given input. The design structure is partially represented in Table 5 .
Response Surfaces.
During data analysis, location variables are introduced for the panel ͑Fig. 15, which correlates with Fig. 5͒ to describe the alternations of roll-in/roll-out and hemline surface strain along z direction, and that of springback along x direction. The concerned responses are measured in designated locations and integrated in the data analysis. Hence, additionally 32 and two data rows are superposed, respectively, on the factorial portion and star points of the initial 45-run design table.
Regression analysis is performed using Minitab, which expresses the responses as weighted sums of the process and location variables. By truncating the insignificant effects, the reduced regression models are obtained as listed in Table 6 , where the R 2 values reflect how much these models can explain the variations of the responses.
The significances of the input variables on the concerned responses are shown in a matrix plot ͑Fig. 16͒. The complicated Fig. 17 Layered response surfaces for concerned hemming dimensional quality and formability measures; "a… response surfaces for hemline roll-in/roll-out "mm…, "b… response surfaces for radial springback, "c… response surfaces for maximum hemline surface strain multiplicity and interactions of the input variables are present in the regression models, which makes it infeasible to visualize the models with all the variables simultaneously. However, the use of layered response surfaces allows clear illustrations of the fitted response, as shown in Figs. 17͑a͒-17͑c͒ for roll-in/roll-out, springback, and maximum hemline surface strain, respectively.
The signs and magnitudes of the coefficients in the fitted models indicate how the fitted responses change quantitatively as the selected input variables increase/decrease. Essentially, 1. impacts the hemline roll-in/roll-out response most significantly, with substantial second-order effect; 2. The roll-in decreases from the symmetry line to edge lines; 3. R s plays the most important role on radial springback, with a trivial nonlinearity; 4. The springback increases almost linearly away from the hemline; 5. R d and 0 have the largest impact on the resulting hemline surface strain; 6. The surface strain distributes nearly evenly along the hemmed edge; and 7. Main effects dominate in the fitted models.
The fitted models serve as empirical guidelines in designing hems and associated dies. However, the location variables are not controllable inputs compared with the rest of the process variables, although they both appear in the fitted regression models. Hence, the process variables should be emphasized in hem designs and optimizations.
In addition, the significant factors are found to affect the hemming dimensional quality and formability almost independently, implying that individual variables can be separately used to tune a response without affecting others drastically. In particular, is dominant in determining the roll-in/roll-out and R s is dominant in determining springback, but they do not appear in the response model of hemline surface strain. Hence by manipulating and R s , optimal design for hem dimensions can be potentially achieved under formability constraint, and vice versa.
Conclusions
A 3D solid-to-shell mapping FE modeling and a response surface study of curved-surface-curved-edge hemming process of aluminum alloy AA6111-T4 are presented in this paper. The model is designed with combined explicit-implicit FE procedure. Solid and shell elements are used, respectively, for hemming and springback simulations, bridged by a mapping of deformed configurations and resulting stress. Compared to existing FE models and validated by peering hemming tests, the solid-to-shell mapping FE approach is found to perform soundly in balancing the computational accuracy and efficiency.
Based on the developed FE model, a response surface study is conducted using a 45-run central composite design, addressing both dimensional hemming quality and formability measures: rollin/roll-out, springback, and effective hemline surface strain. The variable effects up to second-order are concerned, with input variables being prestrain, surface and edge radii, flange length and die radius, and prehemming angle. Among them, dominant effects are identified as follows:
1. Prehemming angle on roll-in/roll-out of the hemmed edge; 2. Surface curvatures on sheet springback; and 3. Flanging die radius and initial strain on resulting hemline surface strain.
These quantitative results can serve as guidelines for the hemming process and product design. Particularly, the above variables are found to affect the hemming quality and formability measures nearly independently, which provides the insights for process parameter selections to achieve desired hem dimensions while minimizing the risk of hemline surface cracking.
